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Developing a highly effective educator in an unconventional 
way.
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Speed-Date Learning

(Speed Dating style) 

Board Game 

Breakout

Professional 
Development 

YouTube Channel

IncentivizingCertifications
PD on the Go 

(Poster PD)

Professional 

Development 

BINGO
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Professional 

Development

BINGO
● Allows for teacher-choice

● BINGO and BLACKOUT options

● Free Space options

Click to make a copy 
of Dynamic 

Classroom Bingo!

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1l_8PlNiV3uY9jC5z8aapjvuI3UsMYoIcfGFHW6HST68/copy
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1l_8PlNiV3uY9jC5z8aapjvuI3UsMYoIcfGFHW6HST68/copy
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1l_8PlNiV3uY9jC5z8aapjvuI3UsMYoIcfGFHW6HST68/copy
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https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-1vSW3eZovIBjhmZAODlATmnxZT5pabQKYvRQArkrty7L38oaJ00uFGyeaJpf82ssGCS_ItNwXgiJEkL8/pub?start=false&loop=false&delayms=3000
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PD on 
the GO

● Allows for teacher-choice

● Short-quick, tips & 

recommendations 

● QR codes for more info
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PD on the Go is a brightly colored poster, hung in high 
teacher-traffic areas around campus: bathrooms, 
lounges, copy machines, workrooms, etc.

The poster contains lots of snippets of information 
with the intention that the reader will glean something 
different every time they view it.  
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● Computer shortcuts
● QR codes 

○ Compiled resources
○ Sites
○ Registrations and surveys 

● Announcements
● Professional Development Opportunities
● Student engagement suggestions
● Book study suggestions
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● To keep teachers up to date on current trends and 
best practices while supporting the district Blended 
Learning initiatives. 

● To keep teachers informed about upcoming district 
and state events

● To give help and support in an easy-to-digest 
format
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“This is so awesome! 🙂 Thanks for all that you guys do!” -Stacey M. (district office)
“Thanks for all your work on this and your other initiatives!” -John H. (principal)
“PD on the Go is bright, visible to teachers, and gives easy access to resources.” Pam D. (teacher)
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Ideas for content are EVERYWHERE!

● Twitter is an excellent source! Search #edtech and 
find tons of new ideas and some of the latest 
trends.

● Follow prominent names in edtech and their blogs.
● Professional books and journals.  Edutopia.org is a 

goldmine.
● Observations, word of mouth, Google searches, 

etc.

https://www.controlaltachieve.com/2021/04/edtech-blogs.html
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● Print shop prints and packages posters on glossy 
paper in packs of 10 (Tabloid size paper 11x17)

● Our internal mail system or “pony” takes the posters 
to the schools for us

● We send them out right before the beginning of the 
next month

● We always send an instruction note on top as well as 
an email preceding the poster delivery giving the 
same instructions as well as a link to the digital 
version of the poster of the month.  
http://bit.ly/LPposterpd 

http://bit.ly/LPposterpd
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https://www.flickr.com/photos/jurgenappelo/7749074364
https://www.flickr.com/photos/jurgenappelo/7749073300
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http://bit.ly/PosterPDtemplate

http://bit.ly/PosterPDtemplate
http://bit.ly/PosterPDtemplate
http://bit.ly/PosterPDtemplate
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Certifications
● Allows for teacher-choice

● Minimal work on Instructional Coach

● Relevant and useful information

● Can allow for teachers to add “___ 

Certified” to their email signature, 

resume, door sign etc.

● Easy to incentivize

You can add more information here or 
insert images or even videos.The arrow on the bottom right corner 

is linked to slide #2

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-1vRg52WPCyWHs4Bbw_Dr9lzfEFoo5fzfuhfZLxUajBLO55a7a-JtKs1O-bO8uxTfft3ESvIDbWH0qQRI/pub?start=false&loop=false&delayms=3000
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Speed-Date 
Learning

● Lots of helpful items in a short 

amount of time.

● Fun and engaging

● Teachers “mark” the information 

they “fall in love” with. 

You can add more information here or 
insert images or even videos.The arrow on the bottom right corner 

is linked to slide #2
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Speed-Date 
Learning
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How this works
Each app/website will be given 
specific amount of time for 
explanation and exploration.

On your speed-date paper, rate 
your app-date with the following:

💖Love at first sight!

Let’s be friends.

🚫Not today!
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Padlet
Collaborative Wall (like sticky notes)- only requires a 

URL- students can access it from their computers, or a 

once-computer station.

Let’s try it!
tinyurl.com/

ybq5xvd5
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ClassroomScreen.com
FREE Classroom Management technique that works well virtually AND 

in person!
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PDFcandy.com
Need to edit PDFs?  Here’s a site that will allow you to 

use all kinds of tools for free!
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IlovePDF.com
Another PDF editing tool *FREE*
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Nearpod.com
This allows for the teacher to project the 

presentation onto the student devices AND put in 

interactive content. 

Everyone go to www.nearpod.com and 
enter the code:

http://www.nearpod.com/
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ViewPure.com

•ViewPure: takes all ads OUT of YouTube 

videos making them safe for class.

–viewpure.com
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Infinitelooper.com

•Infinite Looper:  takes all of the ads out of the 
YouTube video, THEN loops the video over and 

over until stopped. 
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Quizizz.com
Educational Gaming that allows students to 

see and answer questions on their computer 

screen!
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Baamboozle.com
Teacher device only is needed.
Premade games
Easy to create customized games
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Canva.com
FREE templates for creation of Google Classroom banners, flyers, social 

media posts, yard signs, etc.

Educators can apply for the Educator license which gives more access 

to pictures, etc. 
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Slidesmania.com
Free, beautiful presentation templates.  This template 

being one of them!

https://slidesmania.com/
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Remove.BG
Remove the background from your pictures!
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Chatterpix (app)
Draw a line

Record your voice

Make your pictures speak!

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/chatterpix-kids/id734046126
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/chatterpix-kids/id734046126
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Confetti Cannon Extension
For anytime a student gets a right answer, or comes in 

on time, or to make your point….

Fun, right!?!
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Color Picker Extension
So you can get the EXACT Hex or RGB code needed for 

your branding. 
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Date-Night over!

Rate your “dates”
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Board Game 
Breakout

● Adds in an element of familiar and 

fun
● “Peer tutoring” in small groups

● *Can be stressful for beginner 

teachers.

You can add more information here or 
insert images or even videos.The arrow on the bottom right corner 

is linked to slide #2





Welcome to Operation Google Classroom!
Teacher “Break- In” Professional Development

Objectives:

● Become familiar with Google Classroom from a student’s perspective
● Create a functional Google Classroom which will include dates, announcements, 

assignments, quizzes, documents, and videos.
● Experience “break-in” learning- by “breaking in” to the world of Google Classroom!



Google Classroom is a great way to digitally manage 
your classroom. Get ready to scrub in!

Working with your highly skilled team of surgeons, 
tackle each of the 12 operations to transplant the 
Knowledge token from Mr. Body to your team. The 
first few operations will be performed together.

For each puzzle you solve, you’ll earn a 
corresponding Knowledge Token. Can your team be 
the first to collect all twelve?

Dissecting 
Google Classroom



Earn Operating Table Time!
Each operation you complete will earn you the 
chance to nominate a team surgeon to transplant 
the knowledge token to your team.

At the operating table, you’ll need nerves of steel 
and a steady hand to remove the knowledge that 
Mr. Body no longer needs. But operate carefully! 
One false move will set off the alarm and send you 
back to your team to find a new surgeon, thus 
losing valuable operating time.



How to Play Operation Google Classroom:
The game will start with teams participating in whole group practice, then will 
morph into teams taking on the learning responsibility.

Talk with your teammates and discuss methods of completing the tasks.

Assist!  Never leave a teammate behind!

When all members of the team have each completed the operation, flag 
down the Head Surgeon with proof of your success to attempt a 
KNOWLEDGE TRANSPLANT and the next Google Classroom operation. 



Welcome to Google Classroom!

1) Open the correct browser and go to Classroom.Google.com

2) Hit the plus sign on the top right corner, then “join class”

3)     The class code is: 6ymky6o



Complete & Turn in an Assignment

1)     Once in the classroom, find the assignment “America the 
Beautiful”

2)     This can be found under both “Stream” and “Classwork”

3)     Complete the assignment and submit for grading.

Once all members of your team have completed the assignment, select one person to act as 
surgeon and extract the wrenched ankle. 

 If Mr. Body buzzes during extraction, that surgeon must stop operating and tag in a new 

surgeon.  This will continue until the knowledge is removed without hitting the buzzer. 



Take a Test!

1)      Under classwork, select the “TEST”

2)      To prevent others from taking the test early, I have locked it.  I 
will give out the passcode once everyone is ready to move on to this 
operation.

Once all members of your team have taken the test and submitted it, select one person to act 
as surgeon and extract the apple.

 If Mr. Body buzzes during extraction, that surgeon must stop operating and tag in a new 
surgeon.  This will continue until the knowledge is removed without hitting the buzzer.



Edit a Class Slide

1.   Under “Classwork”  Open “Introduction Slides!” 

2. Find a slide that is currently not being worked on and begin 
editing it according to the instructions. 

Once all members of your team have completed their slides, select one person to act as surgeon 
and extract the broken heart.

 If Mr. Body buzzes during extraction, that surgeon must stop operating and tag in a new 
surgeon.  This will continue until the knowledge is removed without hitting the buzzer.



1. Under the “Classwork” portion of Google 
Classroom, open the Class Drive, then the “Student 
Uploads” folder.

2. Once in the folder, click the “New” button on the 
left and either upload a document or create a new 
one- label the document with your name. 

Place documents in Class Drive



The Race 
is On!

The formatting will now switch from whole group learning, to team learning! 
Everyone will create their own individual classroom, while also keeping their team for 
discussion and support.

The remaining operations are on Operation Cards; in order to receive the next card, 
the current Google operation must be completed, checked by a head surgeon, and the 
appropriate transplant performed.  

Winning team wins wireless Bluetooth speakers!  



Create a Google Classroom
1).  Select the three lines located at the top left of your classroom: 
2) Go back to “Classes”, then select the plus sign at the top right. 
3) Create a class
4) Create class name and other information and select “create”
5) Change the theme of your class to something uniquely you (you can 
change as many times as you want).
6) Under “Classwork” Click on Google Calendar, then create an event on 
any date.
7) The STREAM allows you to make an announcement- make a welcome 
announcement.
Once all team members have completed steps 1-7, flag down a head surgeon to get approval- once 
approved,select one person to act as surgeon and extract the butterfly.
 If Mr. Body buzzes during extraction, that surgeon must stop operating and tag in a new surgeon.  
This will continue until the knowledge is removed without hitting the buzzer. 



The CLASSWORK allows you to create assignments like quizzes, essays, posting 
questions, etc.  Let’s make one:

a.       Click “Assignment”

b.       Title the Assignment- “Exit Ticket” and under the instructions type “Ask me 
one question about anything you learned today.”

c.       Make the assignment 5 points and give it a due date and time (these are 
not required)

d.       Notice that you can upload documents to the assignment as well. 

Once all team members have created an assignment, flag down a head surgeon to get approval- 
once approved,select one person to act as surgeon and extract the bucket.

 If Mr. Body buzzes during extraction, that surgeon must stop operating and tag in a new surgeon.  
This will continue until the knowledge is removed without hitting the buzzer. 

Create an Assignment



Give a test!
1) Under “Classwork”, click “create”, then “Quiz Assignment”
2) The assignment will auto-create. Give it a title and any 

instructions you may want to include.
3) Click on the “Blank Quiz” form at the bottom- this will open the 

form.
4) Create a 3 question quiz that has a multiple choice, short answer, 

and file upload question. 
5) QR Code above links to a YouTube video showing how to use 

Google Forms- you can also ask for assistance from a head 
surgeon.

Once all team members have completed steps 1-7, flag down a head surgeon to get approval- 
once approved,select one person to act as surgeon and extract the pencil- you won’t need it anyway 
with Google Classroom. 
 If Mr. Body buzzes during extraction, that surgeon must stop operating and tag in a new 
surgeon.  This will continue until the knowledge is removed without hitting the buzzer. 



1) Under “Classwork”, click “Create”, then “Material”
2) Give the material a title (example: Balancing Equations video)
3) Click “Add”, then “YouTube”
4) Search for the video or select “URL”, then paste the URL (if you 

have one)
5) Post your video

*Note, you can create channels and playlists in YouTube for your 
students to access. 

Once all team members have posted their video, flag down a head surgeon to get approval- 
once approved,select one person to act as surgeon and extract the wishbone.
 If Mr. Body buzzes during extraction, that surgeon must stop operating and tag in a new 
surgeon.  This will continue until the knowledge is removed without hitting the buzzer. 

Post a video



1) Under “Classwork”, click “Create”, then “Assignment”
2) Title the Assignment “Who we are”
3) Click “Create”, then “Slides”
4) Title the Presentation “Who we are”*, then ask the students to share 

three things about themselves and to upload an image. 
*Feel free to create a slide deck that you want them to use in class- this 
title is not mandatory. 

5) Add enough slides for each person in your class to have one, plus a 
title slide (Ctrl+M)

6) Notice that the slide opened in a new window- it automatically 
saved your changes- go back to the classwork and click “Assign”

Once all team members have posted their video, flag down a head surgeon to get approval- once 
approved,select one person to act as surgeon and extract the spare ribs.
 If Mr. Body buzzes during extraction, that surgeon must stop operating and tag in a new surgeon.  
This will continue until the knowledge is removed without hitting the buzzer. 

Create a Collaborative Assignment



1) Under “Classwork”, click “Create”, then “Topics”
2) Name the Topic “Videos”
3) Do it a second time and name the second topic “Assignments”
4) Click and drag the previously created material to the 

appropriate topics. *you can do this with units, chapters, etc- there are lots of ways to 
organize your Google Classroom

5) Click on “Class Drive Folder”- note that everything you’ve 
created is located in this drive. 

Once all team members have posted created their topics and sorted the materials, flag down a 
head surgeon to get approval- once approved,select one person to act as surgeon and extract the 
charlie horse.
 If Mr. Body buzzes during extraction, that surgeon must stop operating and tag in a new 
surgeon.  This will continue until the knowledge is removed without hitting the buzzer. 

Create “Topics”



Copy Class
1).  Select the three lines located at the top left of your classroom: 
2) Go back to “Classes”, and find your current class. 
3) Click on the 3 dots to the right of the class and click “Copy”
4) Name your second Google Classroom

Once all team members have a second classroom , flag down a head surgeon to get approval- 
once approved,select one person to act as surgeon and extract the rubber band.
 If Mr. Body buzzes during extraction, that surgeon must stop operating and tag in a new 
surgeon.  This will continue until the knowledge is removed without hitting the buzzer. 

Once you have collected ALL 12 Knowledge tokens, you are finished!  Once you 
finish, let out a cheer and inform a head surgeon!  Once your completion is 
verified, walk around and help other teams. 
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PD YouTube

● Allow your rockstars to flourish

● Allows for “on your own time” PD

● Can incorporate Edpuzzle for 

accountability and documentation

You can add more information here or 
insert images or even videos.The arrow on the bottom right corner 

is linked to slide #2

https://youtu.be/tSz3xB2RXvA
https://youtu.be/tSz3xB2RXvA
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Will you mess up a few times? YEP!  But 
that’s ok!  We learn and grow as we go.
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Free themes and templates for 
Google Slides or PowerPoint

NOT to be sold as is or modified!
Read FAQ on slidesmania.com
Do not remove the slidesmania.com text on the sides.

Sharing is caring!

https://slidesmania.com/questions-powerpoint-google-slides/can-i-use-these-templates/
https://www.facebook.com/SlidesManiaSM/
https://twitter.com/SlidesManiaSM/
https://www.pinterest.com/slidesmania/
https://www.instagram.com/slidesmania/
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